
 

Hello   Makowski   families!  
We   hope   that   all   of   you   are   well.   Know   that   we   deeply   miss   your   children   throughout   this   time  
away   from   them.   We,the   Speech-Language   Therapists   at   Makowski   have   created   this   as   a  
resource   for   any   parent/guardian   that   has   a   child   that   receives   Speech   therapy   (or   even   those  
that   do   not!   Any   of   these   resources   are   great   to   do   with   ANY   child   to   enhance   and   build   skills!)  
Your   child   may   receive   speech   therapy   from   one   of   us   (Mrs.   LaRue,   Mrs.   McDonnell   or   Mrs.  
Turner).   No   matter   which   therapist,   you   will   find   many   suggestions,   links,   websites   and   activities  
that   you   can   be   doing   with   your   child   at   home.   We   have   also   provided   our   email   addresses   if  
you   would   like   to   contact   us   with   any   questions,   concerns   or   just   a   way   for   the   kids   to   say   hi!  
Please   feel   free,   we   will   be   checking   our   emails   daily.   

Mrs.  

McDonnell      Mmcdonnell@buffaloschools.org                                   
Mrs.   LaRue    melarue@buffaloschools.org  
Mrs   Turner     Jsturner@buffaloschools.org   
 
We   have   categorized   the   main   speech   and   language   skill   areas   for   you   to   find   easy   access   to  
the   specific   needs   of   your   child.   If   you   don’t   know   exactly   what   to   work   on   you   may   have   a   copy  
of   their   IEP   (Individualized   Education   Plan)   where   their   speech   and   language   goals   would   be  
listed.   If   you   need   help   or   suggestions   for   your   child   please   e-mail   us,   we   would   be   happy   to  
help   you.  
 
*DAILY   READING   WITH   YOUR   CHILD   IS   ALWAYS   ENCOURAGED!!  
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Articulation   &   Speech   Sounds  
  
First,   check   your   child’s   IEP   to   make   sure   you   know   which   sounds   or   patterns   your   child   is  
working   on   and   what   position   or   level   (ex:   L   in   the   beginning   of   words   &   short   sentences,   S   at  
the   end   of   words,   or   final   consonants   in   words.   Keep   in   mind   that   you   will   want   to   practice   one  
sound   or   pattern   at   a   time.   
 
Next   see   the   attached   word   lists   at   the   end   of   this   document,   make,   or   search   online   for   a   list   of  
words   with   your   child’s   sound(s)   in   the   right   spot.   Try   to   find   a   list   of   at   least   10-20   words   that  
are   fairly   common   one-   or   two-   syllable   words,   and   write   them   down.   You   can   have   your   child  
draw   a   picture   next   to   each   one.   You   will   use   this   list   to   practice   later!   You   can   also   use   index  
cards   to   create   your   own   flashcards.   
 
Helpful   websites   for   lists:  
 
https://www.home-speech-home.com/speech-therapy-word-lists.html  
 
http://mommyspeechtherapy.com/?page_id=55  
 
Spending   even     5   minutes    a   day   practicing   your   child’s   sounds   can   be   very   effective!   You   can  
have   your   child   say   each   word   on   your   list   5   times   correctly,   make   up   a   simple   or   silly   sentence  
for   each   word,   or   incorporate   some   of   the   following   activities   to   make   it   more   fun!  
 
ACTIVITIES  
 
Pull   out   a   board   game   (checkers,   sorry,   etc.)   or   a   puzzle   and   have   your   child   say   a   target   word   5  
times   before   taking   a   turn   or   adding   a   piece   to   the   puzzle.   
 
Find   some   dice   and   take   turns   saying   a   target   word   the   number   of   times   that   comes   up   on   the  
dice.   Each   person   then   receives   that   many   “points”   -keep   a   tally   and   declare   a   winner   at   the  
end!  
 
Read   a   book   together   and   listen   for   words   with   your   child’s   target   sounds.   Practice   the   words   on  
each   page.   
 
Scavenger   Hunt:   Find   5   items   around   the   house   that   begin   with   the   ___   sound   and   talk   about  
them,   practice   saying   the   name   of   the   object   5   times   before   returning   it   to   its   place.  
 
*You   may   need   to   remind   your   child    how    to   make   the   sound,   say   “Look   at   my   mouth!   See   how   I  
do   ___   to   make   this   sound?   Let's   look   in   a   mirror   together.   Now   you   Try!”  
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Expressive   &   Verbal   Language  
 
If   your   child   is   working   on   language   skills,   exact   language   skills   targeted   in   your   child’s   IEP   will  
vary,   but   may   include   things   like   increasing   overall   understanding   and   use   of   vocabulary   words,  
answering   and   asking   WH   questions,   understanding   how   items   go   together   in   categories,  
understanding   how   two   things   are   similar   and   different,   using   correct   verb   tenses,   expanding   the  
length   of   sentence,   describing   and   more.   
 
 
 
PLAY  
Many   language   skills   can   be   targeted   through   playing   together   with   an   adult!   Choose   an   activity  
such   as   Lego   blocks,   Play-doh,   catch,   dinosaurs,   or   action   figures   and   follow   your   child’s   lead.  
Have   your   characters   interact   and   talk   with   each   other,   narrate   aloud   what   you   are   doing   or  
creating,   or   sort   things   into   groups   that   are   alike   (ex.   All   the    big    dinosaurs,   or   all   the    red    pieces).   

 
When   interacting   with    each   other,   model   full   sentences   and   expand   on   what   your   child   says  
(ass   1-2   words).  
 
Child:    Her   can   fly  
Adult:    Yes,    she    can   fly    fast!  
 
Child:   
Adult:    That    is    a    big    cookie!    Can   you   make   a   small   cookie   too?  
 
Child:    Here!  
Adult:    Thank   you!   I   love    chocolate    Cookies!  
 
Child:    Uh   oh!   Tower   all   gone!  
Adult:    Oh,   the   tower    fell   down!   How   can   we   fix   it?  
 



GAMES                                                               
 
Playing   simple   games   such   as   Memory,   Hi   Ho   Cherry-O,   Go   fish,   and   Uno   can   provide   great  
opportunities   to   practice   turn   taking   skills,   following   directions,   asking   and   answering   questions,  
using   full   sentences,   understanding   concepts   such   as   more/less   and   next/first/last,   and   many  
more   skills!  
 
“I   Spy”    This   is   a   fun   game   to   play   just   sitting   around   the   house   because   you   don’t   need   any  
other   things   to   play.   Take   turns   describing   an   object   in   the   room   for   the   other   person   to   figure  
out   what   the   mystery   object   is.   Using   descriptive   words   (colors,   shapes,   sizes   and   function/what  
the   object   is   used   for)   help   build   a   child’s   understanding   and   use   of   these   types   of   words   and  
improve   expressive   language   skills.  
 
Adult:    I   spy   with   my   little   eye   something   that   is    big,   and   square   and   can   be   turned   on ”  
Child:    Is   it   the   TV?  
 
“5   Second   Rule”    Think   of   a   category   that   your   child   can   try   to   name   words   that   belong.   Make   it  
a   fun   challenge   by   using   a   timer/stopwatch   to   keep   track   how   many   things   they   can   name   in   a  
set   amount   of   time.   Kids   love   to   be   challenged   so   keeping   score   will   really   get   their   competitive  
spirits   going!  

- Name   as   many   vegetables   as   you   can!  
- Name   animals   that   have   4   legs  
- Name   things   we   keep   in   the   refrigerator  
- Name   things   that   can   fly  

 
Collect   paper   and   crayons,   pencils   or   markers  
Or   use   Play   Doh  
 
 

                                              



 
Have   your   child   draw   a   picture   of   a   location   of   his/her   choice.   (This   can   be   a   real   place   or   an  
imaginary   one!)   Ask   your   child   to   describe   the   picture,   using   full   sentences   and   prompt   with   the  
following   questions   if   necessary:   “What   kind   of   place   is   this?   Where   do   we   find   it?   How   would   it  
be   used?   Who   would   be   there?   What   other   things   could   we   see   there?   How   could   we   get   there?  
How   or   when   was   it   made   or   created?”   Make   up   a   short   story   together   about   this   place.   (It   can  
be   silly   if   you   want!)   Compare   it   to   places   you   have   been   in   real   life.   
 
This   activity   can   be   used   to   address:  
Describing   •   Similarities   •   Differences   •   Expanding   sentences   •   Subject/verb   agreement   •  
Irregular   past   tense   verbs   •   Answering   questions   
 
 
 
BOOKS!!  
Reading   books   together   is   one   of   the   best   ways   to   build   language   skills.    This   can   mean  
you   reading   to   your   child   or   your   child   reading   to   you!  
 
Choose   a   picture   book   to   read   together.   Read   the   words,   but   also   talk   about   the   pictures,   read  
books   more   than   once!  

★ Point   out   details   you   notice   and   try   to   guess   together   what   might   happen   next  
(ex.   “Look,   she   has   a   raincoat   and   rain   boots.   What   kind   of   weather   do   you   think  
it   is   outside?   What   season   is   it?).  

★ Connect   details   from   the   book   to   your   life   (ex.   Look,   they   are   going   to   the   petting  
zoo!   Remember   when   we   went?   What   were   your   favorite   animals?)  

★ Talk   about   how   the   characters   might   be   feeling   (ex:   Oh,   she   lost   her   favorite   toy!  
How   would   that   make   you   feel?)   in   the   different   situations   in   the   story.   

 
 
Cook   Together!:    Give   your   child   a   job   to   do   to   help   you   prepare   meals.   As   you   work   together   talk  
and   describe   everything   you   are   doing   step   by   step.   Use   descriptive   words   and   have   fun!  

 
 



 
Receptive   &   Understanding   Language  
 
VIDEOS/MOVIES  
Watch   short   videos   (such   as   Simon’s   Cat   on   YouTube)   together.   Have   your   child   identify   the  
different   characters,   and   retell   what   happened,   using   whole   sentences   (which   can   target  
summarizing,   main   idea,   past   tense   verbs   and   sequencing).   You   can   also   do   this   for   longer  
shows   or   movies!  

                                               
 
BOOKS  
Choose   a   book   to   read   together,   consider   reading   one   chapter   or   section   at   a   time.   As   you   read  
or   after   you   finish   a   section,   talk   about   things   like:  

★ Who   is   the   main   character?   How   would   you   describe   him/her   (appearance,   personality,  
etc.)?   Do   you   have   anything   in   common?   Do   you   know   anyone   that   is   like   the   main  
character?   Describe   how.  

★ What   problems   do   the   characters   face?   How   did   they   (or   how   could   you)   solve   them?  
How   are   they   feeling?  

★ What   is   the   setting?   (where   the   story   takes   place)  
★ Were   there   any   words   you   didn’t   recognize   in   this   part?   Let’s   go   back   and   see   if   we   can  

figure   out   what   it   means   using   the   words   around   it   (or   the   context).   Did   you   notice   any  
multiple   meaning   words?   What   do   they   mean?   (examples:   trunk,   club,   fly,   last,   check,  
handle).  

★ What   do   you   think   will   happen   in   the   next   chapter   or   section?   Make   a   prediction.   
 
Weather:  

 
Talk   about   what   the   weather   is   like   today,   and   think   about   keeping   a   chart   for   the   week   or  
month.   For   younger   students,   you   might   use   more   simple   terms   like   rainy   or   sunny   ,   and  
compare/contrast   the   different   types   of   weather   with   a   Venn   diagram.  
 



For   older   students   you   can   look   together   at   the   probability   of   precipitation   (ex.   Is   it   more   likely   to  
be   cloudy   or   sunny   at   4:00pm   today?)   and   look   up   more   complex   weather   terms   (humidity   and  
what   it   means,   cloud   types   etc.)  
 
Games  
Many   board   and   card   games   work   on   valuable   language   skills   like   turn   taking,   using   complete  
sentences,   describing,   comparing/contrasting,   perspective   taking   and   more.   Games   such   as  
Scattergories,   Apples   to   Apples,   Bubble   Talk,   Guess   Who,   Clue,   Uno,   Catch   Phrase,   and   Catan  
Junior   are   all   good   choices!   Do   a   family   game   night!  
 
Simon   Says:   A   fun   and   simple   game   of   Simon   Says   will   help   children   with   following   directions  
and   really   listening   to   what   they   need   to   do.   Start   with   one   direction   and   progress   to   2   or   even   3  
step   directions   if   they   can   handle   it.   
Parent:   (one   step)   “   Simon   says   put   your   hands   on   your   head”  
Parent:   (two   step)   “Simon   says   put   your   hands   on   your   head   and   spin   around   one   time”  

 
 
Stuttering  
The   goal   we   want   to   achieve   with   our   students   that   struggle   with   speaking   with   smooth   and  
fluent   speech   is   to   teach   them   some   strategies   that   they   can   learn   and   use   to   help   them   “get  
their   words   out”   easier.   If   your   child   has   stuttering   issues   with   goals   on   their   IEP   that   address  
this   area   of   speech,   check   to   see   what   the   goals   outline   in   terms   of   suggested   strategies.   Not  
every   child   is   the   same   or   even   stutters   the   same.   Not   all   strategies   are   for   every   child.   Ask   your  
child   if   he   or   she   can   talk   about   and   show   you   which   strategies   they   practice   with   their   speech  
teacher.   
Tips   for   parents:    Allow   your   child   extra   time   to   say   what   they   want.   Try   not   to   finish   their  
sentences   for   them.  

 
For   the   child:    The   most   common   strategies   are:  

- SLOW   down    and   speak   with   pauses  
- THINK   about   what   you   want   to   say   before   speaking   (Silently   rehearse   what   you   are  

going   to   say)  



- “EASY   ONSET”..which   means   take   a   slow   and   gradual   effort   to   begin   the   first   word   you  
start   out   with  

- START   AGAIN   -   IF   you   are   stuck   on   your   words   and   are   stuttering,   just   stop,   take   a  
breath   and   begin   again.   Maybe   choose   different   words   to   say   what   you   want.  

-  
 
Social   Skills/Pragmatic   Language   Skills  
These   types   of   language   skills    refer   to   the   social    language   skills    that   we   use   in   our   daily  
interactions   with   others.   This   includes   what   we   say,   how   we   say   it,   our   non-verbal  
communication   (eye   contact,   facial   expressions,   body    language    etc.)    Appropriate   use   of  
conversational   skills   are   very    important   to   having   successful   conversations   with   others.  

 
Examples:   

❏ Eye   contact:   look   at   someone   when   they   are   speaking   to   you  
❏ Body   language:   showing   the   other   person   that   you   are   focused   on   what   they   are  

saying   (sitting   still,   facing   the   person,   sitting   still)  
❏ Stay   on   topic;   keeping   conversation   centered   around   the   topic   being   talked   about  
❏ Ask   &   Answer;   engaging   in   back-and-forth   conversation   with   others  
❏ Turn-taking;   not   just   in   games   but   also   very   important   in   conversations,   learning  

to   wait   your   turn   to   say   something   rather   than   talking   over   someone   or  
interrupting   is   the   key   to   successful   conversation.  

 
 
What   you   can   do   to   Practice:  
 
-    For   very   young   children   start   with   practicing   how   to   take   turns   while   playing   a   board  
game   or   a   card   game.  
-    Read   a   book   together   and   take   turns   talking   about   the   book,   asking   and   answering  
questions   (who,   what,   where,   when,   why,   how,   etc.)   Be   patient   and   model   how   to   wait  
your   turn   to   talk.   
-     Charades   is   a   great   game   for   teaching   body   language.   Place   in   a   container   slips   of  
paper   with   different   emotions   written   on   them.   You   can   start   with   easy   emotions   like  
happy,   mad   and   sad.   You   can   later   add   emotions   such   as   anxious,   scared   and   confused.   
-    Model   your   eye   contact   and   body   language   to   show   your   child   that   you   are   focused   on  
them.   Ask   your   child   to   look   at   you   when   it   is   your   turn   to   talk.   Kids   love   to   talk,   they   love  
it   even   more   when   they   know   they   are   being   heard!  



 
 
We   are   here   for   you!   PLease   Email   us   with   any   questions,   concerns   or   to   share   a  
message   with   us!   We   miss   your   children   dearly,   
 
Your   Makowski   Speech   Therapists;  
 
Mrs.   LaRue  
Mrs.   McDonnell  
Mrs.   Turner  
 

BEE   SAFE!!!  
 

 
 
 
 
 


